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Class
name

Child’s
name

Comment

Diamond Leila For being so focused during carpet time 

Ruby Ethan For being so resilient! 

Topaz Amelie
For always being ready and using her

phonic skills in every lesson! 

Amethyst Archie D For amazing problem solving skills in maths 

Emerald Dhilan
Super effort creating your own

exclamation sentence 

Sapphire Alice
For making such an effort with her English

work 

GOLDEN LEAVESGOLDEN LEAVES

British Sign Language Week - W/B 18th March

Class group photos - Tuesday 19th March

Year 2 Samba workshop - Monday 25th March

morning
Selected Year 1 Children @ Collingwood

College for a TAMAT singing event (more info

to follow) - Tuesday 26th March @ 18:00 - 19:00

Reception Easter Bonnet Parade - Wednesday

27th March - Reception parents to watch from

13:00, more info to follow
End of Spring term - Wednesday 27th March @

13:30
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We use Trick Box everyday at school. It teaches children to
regulate their own emotions and become their own problem
solvers. We have a new ‘trick’ every two weeks for Reception
and KS1 children. Nursery have similar ‘habits’ to learn too.
Press the Trick Box logo to the left, to navigate to our website
with all of the information you will need to practice these tricks
at home too. 

Inspired by British Science Week which we have had a
great time celebrating in school, this week's recommended

read is linked to the theme of time. I have chosen 'When
the Whales Walked' which is a beautifully written non-
fiction book which explains evolution and how animals

have changed over time in a novel and captivating way.  

A message from our Assistant Headteacher - Miss Saunders

OVERALL WINNING CLASS: OVERALL WINNING CLASS: 

For those celebrating Ramadan, I hope you have enjoyed the start of this very
special time of the year.

Year One loved their school trip on Wednesday to Milestones Museum. The
children learnt so much and had such fun dressing up and walking around a very
old fashioned town complete with a pier and little shops. They were so impeccably
behaved, even members of the public commented on their wonderful behaviour.
Our children weren’t so impressed with the behaviour of some other schools! Well
done, children. You are a credit to our school. We couldn’t have gone without the
amazing help of parent volunteers, you were and are, wonderful. Thank you to the
staff too for keeping the children safe and making the trip so enjoyable. 

You may have noticed that our school scooter and bike park has had a makeover.
The Surrey Tree Wardens, a volunteer group of lovely local people have started to
clear the site, free from dead wood, overgrown bushes and brambles. Please do
make use of the park. We are going to start something special in the summer term
around scooter permits and your own access to the scooter park. Watch this space!

Do you have any spare uniform at home that we could use at school when children
have toileting accidents? If you do, we would gratefully receive them through our
school office. We need joggers especially, and would also like spare underwear and
socks. Thank you in advance!

Have a wonderful weekend. Mr O’Shea :) 

 

Click here to thank a
member of staff
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Dear Parents/Carers, 

We have some exciting news for you! We are taking part in the 15th year celebration of Sustrans Big Walk and Wheel, the UK’s
largest inter-school cycling, walking, wheeling and scooting challenge. The challenge runs from 11-22 March 2024. It’s free to take
part and we would love everyone to be involved. 
 
What do you need to do? 
 
Encourage your child(ren) to walk, use a wheelchair, scoot or cycle to school on as many days as possible during the event.  
 
Including everyone 
 
We want to make sure that everyone can get involved in Sustrans Big Walk and Wheel. 
 
We know it may be more difficult for some pupils to take part than others. If you want to discuss more about your child(ren)’s
specific needs, please contact your child’s class teacher and we will make sure to look into how your child(ren) can take part. 
 
Why we are taking part?
 
Sustrans Big Walk and Wheel is a great way to build physical activity in children’s daily routine which is important for their physical
health and mental wellbeing.  
 
Active school runs also help to reduce congestion and air pollution outside the school gate. A 2021 YouGov study showed nearly
half of UK children worry about air pollution near their school. And that children thought active travel was the best away to bring
down these pollution levels. 
Plus there are some great prizes to be won every day if we get enough children taking part! 
 
Useful resources 
 
To help you prepare, Sustrans has developed a handy free guide to walking, cycling or scooting to school. It is packed with advice to
help you have hassle-free journey to school.  
 
Download your free family guide using this link: https://www.sustrans.org.uk/sign-up-to-receive-your-free-school-run-guide/   
 
For more information about the event go to www.bigwalkandwheel.org.uk . Enjoy the challenge! 
 
Best wishes 
 
Miss E Saunders  
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Big Walk and Wheel
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This week in early years, we have...
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This week we have been reading the story “The Tiny Seed” by Eric Carle. We have explored different types of seeds and looked at
where they come from. We have created our own garden centre, selling plants and making items to go in the shop. We have
sketched different plants and flowers and written all the items we need for growing.
 
In phonics our sounds have been ow and oi – we have made flowers, coloured brown cows, made crowns, found coins in the soil,
painted on foil and used oil pastels. We also went on a word hunt on Friday – finding and writing words with oi and ow in.
 
In maths we have explored 3D shapes, naming them, looking at their properties, describing them, seeing 2D shapes appear on
them and talking about whether they have curved or flat sides. We used 3D stamps with paint to see which 2D shape they printed
and went on a shape hunt around the school.
 
As it was science week this week, we have read a range of stories to do with growing and change.

The first half of the week, the children enjoyed learning a little more about the frog life cycle, exploring colour mixing to make
different shades of green and doing frog races by blowing the frogs through straws! 

We’ve since moved on to reading Animal Babies by Martin Jenkins and looking at mummy babies with their young. The children
have practiced their matching skills, matching mummy animals to their babies, and observing the similarities and differences
between them. We have explored mark making in different ways, using forks in paint to make baby chicks and using pompoms in
paint to decorate them.  
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This week in KS1 we have...

What a jam-packed week we have had! We started off science week with a fantastic experiment exploring time. We created our
own pendulums and added varying weight to test if we could get the bob to swing ten times in thirty seconds. We have loved
reading a range of texts linked to scientific processes, scientists and researchers as our end of day reading books. In English we
have written our own versions of the story The Egg using exciting verbs and a range of adjectives and adverbs. In maths we have
started a new unit measuring mass using grams and kilograms. We were fortunate this week to have a visit from Bethany from
the local church during our RE lesson. She brought lots of objects and visuals to represent what she thinks God is like as a
Christian. In Geography we learnt more about what living in Brazil can be like for different people and what the average school
day in Brazil is like. We are loving creating our Brazilian carnival masks – we can’t wait to show off the finished products.  
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How lucky are we? We had an incredible trip to Milestones on Wednesday. We can safely say we have never had a year group who
were so impeccably behaved. Even members of the public commented on their amazing behaviour. The children’s highlights…the
coach journey, lunch and of course, seeing the man reading the newspaper sitting on his outside toilet! We are so proud of each
and every child and we will use what we saw in milestones to support our history topic next week. 

The children wrote some wonderful stories this week about life in their own homes, using noun and verb plurals for the different
activities they do in each room. We have continued our measuring in maths and have learnt to measure accurately using
standardised units (centimetres). We finished off the week by carefully following our DT plan and adding wheels and axels to our
vehicles. They are now complete and ready for us to test and evaluate next week. 
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Easter Competition

Next week we will have two Easter competitions, design your own
Easter Egg and a Guess the number of Eggs in the Jar. Each will cost

£1 to enter.

Mothers Day

We had a great turn out for the Mothers Day Tea and Cake and
would love to do something similar for Fathers Day. 

Join Us! 

If you have any ideas or would like to join in the planning/event
running please join the WhatsApp group, speak to one of the reps or

email us pta@cri.tamat.org.uk
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PTA 

Clubs @ CRI 
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You might be interested in... 
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